Supporting Unsupported Learning Technology
We are skilled and experienced in taking over an unsupported
software and modernizing it to meet the latest standards and
requirements. Such projects are done as an ongoing work for a
year or longer where our experts gradually turn around the
software and user sentiments through sustained engineering
and technical support.

We specialize in protecting your
technology investment.

We make your technology deliver its promise.

Case Studies
Take Over and Maintenance of PublishThis! – Microsoft’s Publisher for TechNet
The team that had developed and supported the product had moved on. When Vidyatech came
on, the product was unreliable and was getting a lot of negative feedback. It had to be enhanced
and made the publishing system of choice for Microsoft content teams. Vidyatech took over the
product code and steadily worked on all its bugs and limitations. More and more users started
using the system. A product that was expected to die in a year or two, went on strongly for almost
a decade with steady rise in userbase.
Reference:
Nathan Pirone, Program Manager, TechNet MSDN
nathanp@microsoft.com, +1 (425) 707 0582

“I have worked with Vidyatech now for a few years and would recommend them to other
teams needing technical expertise and proven PM skills. They have worked on a variety of
projects for us including publishing content to MSCOM, content migration to MTPS, designing
and developing Web applications and automation tools, and sustained engineering of our
publishing software. Their responsiveness, quality of work, and quick turnaround make them
valuable assets in a difficult project. “
Nathan Pirone, Program Manager-TechNet MSDN, Microsoft

Take Over and Maintenance of Community Apps
Vidyatech took over Microsoft’s existing community applications including Chat, Forums, Blogs, and
Smart Components. These applications were running into a lot of problems with user
dissatisfaction. Vidyatech studied the applications, documented them, and steadily worked at
resolving all the issues. In a period of 7-8 months Vidyatech was able to turn around the users.
Vidyatech went on to maintain these apps for many years.
Reference:
Pam Sallee, Program Manager, Server and Tools
psalle@microsoft.com, +1 (425) 703 9887

